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Negative mood state impairs false memory priming when problem-solving Negative mood states have been linked to poor decision-making and problemsolving abilities (Arkes, Herren, & Isen, 1998) , deficits in attention (Joormann & Gotlib, 2007) , and memory impairments (Blaney, 1986) . Concerning the latter, studies have previously examined the effect of mood on true memories, but research on the effects of negative mood on false memories has just begun. A robust method used to examine false memories in this line of research is the Deese/Roediger-McDermott (DRM) paradigm (Deese 1959; Roediger & McDermott, 1995) . Here, participants are presented with list items (e.g., table, sit, couch, desk) that are all highly associated with a non-presented critical lure item (e.g., chair). After presentation, participants are asked to recall or recognize the list items in subsequent memory tests. A false memory is recorded if the participant reports the thematically related but non-presented critical lure. These false memories are considered to be spontaneous, occurring automatically and without conscious awareness (Howe, Wimmer, Gagnon, & Plumpton, 2009 ).
According to the associative activation theory (Howe et al., 2009 ) they occur due to automatic spreading activation through associative networks. Activation from concepts contained within the lists spreads to related but unpresented concepts in memory.
Related words are then activated at encoding and falsely recalled at retrieval. Storbeck and Clore (2005) conducted two experiments using the DRM paradigm. Temporary mood states were induced prior to encoding the DRM lists.
Results showed that negative affect reduced false memories, while positive affect produced similar levels of false memories as control conditions. Storbeck and Clore hypothesised that affective mood states could influence the production of false memories.. They argued that negative affect was associated with more item-specific processing of information leaving relational processing somewhat impaired, something that has been found to increase rates of true recollection and reduce false memories (Howe, 2008) . In comparison, the positive affect provided feelings of efficacy, which validates the use of relational processing styles. Such processing coupled with a reduced item-specific approach leads to increases in false recollection (Howe, 2008) .
As mentioned earlier, for adults at least, associative activation occurs automatically and without conscious awareness (Howe et al., 2009) . Relational processing allows for this automatic and unconscious activation, while item-specific processing is more controlled, thus, inhibiting the automatic spreading activation, necessary for false memory production in the DRM paradigm.
The influence of emotions and mood on cognitive processing also extends to problem solving. For instance, research has shown that individuals in a positive mood produce more unusual associations in a word association task (Isen, Johnson, Mertz, & Robinson, 1985) , are able to form more inclusive categories in a sorting task (Isen & Daubman, 1984) , and can facilitate creativity on Duncker's (1945) candle task and Mednick, Mednick, and Mednick's (1964) Compound Remote Associate Task (CRAT). A study by Bolte, Goschke, and Kuhl (2003) examined the influence of affective mood state on the ability to make intuitive judgments about the coherence of a word triad. Bolte et al. (2003) presented participants with word triads (e.g., playing, credit, report), and asked participants to decide whether they were coherent (shared a common solution word-card), or whether they were incoherent, with no common solution word. In Experiment 2, a positively induced mood improved intuitive coherence judgments, whereas a negative mood impaired performance to chance level.
The theoretical framework that underlies these findings follows a similar explanation to that used in the false memory literature. In what Bolte et al. (2003) referred to as the affect-modulation hypothesis, positive affect promotes global processing and results in the automatic spreading activation to weak associates.
Spreading activation improves the ability to solve word triads and make intuitive coherence judgements. In contrast, the more item-specific processing associated with negative affect, restricts the automatic spread of activation to close associates and impairs the ability to solve word triads and make intuitive coherence judgements.
CRAT problems require the process of spreading activation through semantic networks until the target concept (word) has been activated (Bowden, Jung-Beeman, Fleck, & Koumios, 2005) . Aiding the associative activation and "priming" the target concept has been the recent interest of research by Howe and colleagues (e.g., Howe, Garner, Charlesworth, & Knott, 2011; Howe, Garner, Dewhurst, & Ball, 2010; Howe, Garner, & Patel, 2013) . These studies have shown that false recall of critical lures can prime solutions to CRAT problems when the solution word is also the critical lure.
Typically, participants are presented with DRM lists whose critical lures are primes for half of the to be solved CRATs. Results have shown that when participants recall the critical lure, they are more likely to solve the corresponding CRAT and do so more quickly than those that were not primed. Importantly, previous research has also shown that the priming effect is not just an artifact of increased activation of a critical lure at test. Even in the absence of the recall task, participants still performed better on CRATs that were primed by a critical lure belonging to the presentation of a prior DRM list (Howe et al., , 2013 . Thus, the priming advantage is likely due to participants having generated the critical lure during list encoding and it is the false memory generation that is the source of these priming effects.
Howe and colleagues situated these findings in the emerging adaptive view of memory illusions (see Howe, 2011, for a review) . Previous research has shown a memory benefit for survival information and survival processing (Nairne, 2010) that has now been extended to the false memory literature. Derbish (2010, 2014) argued that because false memories are formed by the same reconstructive memory system, survival-related processing of information that primes highly interconnected concepts and promotes relational processing will inevitably lead to more false memories for survival related information. The recent false memory priming effect seen with CRATs could be an example of this adaptive function of memory (both true and false) as it serves to prime complex problem solving. Indeed Klein, Cosmides, Tooby and Chance (2002) proposed that implicit priming serves as an adaptive function in that memory serves to support future problem solving. This is evidenced in recent research by Howe and colleagues, where false memories function to prime and aid problem solving (Howe et al., , 2013 ).
Here we see that the byproduct of memory activation can provide significant advantages to more complex cognitive processes such as insight-based problem solving. However, if processing of information were more controlled and item-specific in nature, unlike what we see with survival processing, would the inhibited associative activation not only impair false recall but also impair the subsequent ability to solve CRAT problems? We know that affective mood states influence processing conditions. Positive affect promotes relational processing and automatic spreading activation, whereas negative affect inhibits relational processing and leads to more controlled, item-specific processing that impairs semantic association and spreading activation. A mood state that impairs relational processing will ultimately inhibit survival processing and hinder the adaptive memory consequence for future problem solving. Thus, the question is whether the use of a mood induction technique during DRM study-recall phase not only impair or enhance, depending on mood state, false memory production but also the ability to use false memories to aid problem solving on subsequent CRATs?
In order to investigate this question, participants completed DRM study-test trials while in a positive or negative mood state. A control condition was also used to aid comparison with previous research. All participants completed a series of CRAT problems, half of which had their solution primed by the associated critical lure of the DRM lists, and half of which had not been primed. As previous research has shown, a negative mood state should be associated with more item specific processing which could hinder automatic associative activation, thus not only reduce false recall, but also reduce the chance that the critical lure can be accessed and used to prime the CRAT problem. This will lessen the priming advantage and lead to similar levels of problem solving across both primed and unprimed CRATs. As positive mood states typically enhance relational processing and thus automatic spreading activation, the priming effect should occur, and problems will be solved more readily and more quickly when primed than not primed.
Method

Participants.
Seventy-two undergraduate students (47 females) aged 18-45 (M =19.85, SD = 4.09) participated in this study for course credit.
Design and Stimuli.
The experiment followed a 3(mood condition: Positive, Negative, and Control) x 2(Prime type: false memory prime vs. unprimed) design with repeated measures on the second factor. During the DRM study-recall stage participants were randomly assigned to one of 3 mood conditions, Positive, (n = 22) Negative, (n = 26) and Control (n = 24).
Mood induction. Mood was induced using two five-minute video clips. Film clips were chosen as they are considered to produce more complex emotional states (Aldao, 2013) . The negative mood group watched the final scene of the movie The Champ, while the positive mood group watched a comedy sketch from Live at the Apollo (see Rottenberg, Ray, & Gross, 2007 , for films that elicit emotion). The control group began the study in their natural mood state. Participant's mood was assessed using the Self-Assessment Manikin scale (SAM; Bradley & Lang, 1994) . The SAM is a non-verbal pictorial assessment technique that uses a 9-point Likert scale to directly 
Procedure
After mood induction and assessment were complete, participants were presented with four DRM lists in randomised order. Each list was recorded and presented to the participant verbally. At the end of each list participants completed a distractor task (complete basic sums for 30s) and then recalled as many words as they could remember from the list. On completion of the study-test trials participants were provided with verbal instructions on how to solve the CRATs followed by two practice CRAT problems and the 8 test CRATs. Each CRAT was presented on the computer screen, in a random order. When participants knew the solution they were instructed to press ENTER and input their word. Participants were allowed multiple attempts at solving the CRAT, but if they were unable to solve the problem after 60s, the computer programme would provide feedback on the correct answer and move on to the next problem.
Results
Mood-manipulation Check
For the mood manipulation check mood assessment scores taken pre and post video presentation were compared for negative and positive mood groups using a 03. An effect not unexpected given that item-specific processing is available for veridical recall in the negative mood condition (Storbeck & Clore, 2005) .
CRAT Problem Solving
Both CRAT solution rates (proportion correctly solved) and mean CRAT solution times (in seconds) were analysed using a 3(Mood Condition: Positive, Negative, and Control) x 3(Prime Type: Primed CL vs. Primed no CL vs. Unprimed) mixed factor ANOVA with repeated measures on the second factor. Here, primed CRAT problems were conditionalised on whether participants had produced the critical lure during recall (i.e., Primed CL = critical lure produced and Primed/no CL = no critical lure produced). Due to the conditionalization of the Prime Type for analysis, data was only included if a CL was produced at the DRM study-test trials (Positive n = 21, Negative n = 18 and Control n = 21). CRATs were correctly solved in the primed CL compared to primed no CL and unprimed conditions for both groups. However, there was no effect of priming for the negative mood condition, F(2,34) = .18, p = .84, η p 2 = .01 (see Figure 1) . Solution rates for both positive mood and control conditions show a similar pattern to that found in previous research, whereby, more CRATs were solved when the CL prime was produced during the study-test DRM phase. For the negative mood group, not only were fewer critical lures produced during the study-test trails, but when they were produced, they led to fewer primed solutions compared to the positive mood and control conditions. Table 1 ). Faster solution times for CRATs primed by a critical lure supports findings from previous research (e.g., Howe et al., , 2013 . There was no significant Mood x Prime Type interaction, however this is expected, as solution times were analysed only where CRATs were solved in all three priming conditions.
Discussion
The aim of this study was to examine the influence of mood state on false memories and the subsequent effect this may have on the recently discovered priming advantage for insight-based problem solving. First, the results from this experiment support previous findings that claim affect can influence false memory production in the DRM paradigm (e.g., Storbeck & Clore, 2005) . Participants in the negative mood group produced fewer critical lures at recall in comparison to the positive mood and control groups. These results are in line with current theories that claim negative affect triggers item-specific processing. Encoding under such conditions inhibits automatic and unconscious spreading activation to related associates reducing the activation of the critical lure. In comparison, positive affect triggers relational processing, which enhances automaticity and the unconscious spreading activation to related critical lures increasing false memory production. Akin to previous findings (e.g., Storbeck & Clore, 2005) there was no difference in false recall between the positive affect and control groups. Typically, control groups display quite a positive affective state that may not differ to a positively induced mood. Furthermore, relational processing is considered to be the default processing style for any nonnegative emotional state (see Storbeck & Clore, 2005) .
With a negatively induced mood, impaired automatic associative activation not only reduces the production of critical lures but also prevents those critical lures from coming to mind in subsequent problem solving. That is, the critical lure, when produced in the negative mood condition, did not act as a successful prime as negative affect induced prior to learning promotes item-specific processing that inhibits automatic associative activation. This reduction in activation of related concepts in memory also impairs access to the critical lure during subsequent problem solving.
This led to solution rates that were identical to conditions in which there was no priming. For both positive mood and control conditions, the priming advantage was evident and significantly more primed problems were solved than those that were not primed. These conditions promote the use of relational processing that leads to the automatic and unconscious activation of semantic associates. This heightened activation of the critical lure primes the subsequent solution to the CRAT problem.
These findings support and extend the recent research by Howe and colleagues that false memories facilitate problem solving in CRATs due to spreading activation in semantic networks (e.g., Howe et al., , 2013 .
Speed of problem solving was also faster when primed than when not primed.
However our solution time data showed no interaction with mood state. This is not unexpected, as solution times for participants were only analysed where CRATs were solved in all three priming conditions. Coupled with typically large variances in response times (see Standard Error values in Table 1 ), this may require further investigation. However it is unclear what the effect of mood state on priming will be.
For example, previous research has shown that participants respond faster (in an evaluation or category selection task) in the positive compared to negative mood groups when primes are affectively and semantically congruent compared to incongruent. Note however, this is a comparison of the priming effect (congruent words allow for faster responses then incongruent words) and not just the effect of mood state per se (Storbeck & Clore, 2008) .
In relation to previous research, it appears that a negative mood state can impair priming due to item-specific processing that inhibits automatic activation of associative networks. In comparison, situations that promote more relational processing further facilitate the false memory priming effect. For example, Howe et al. (2013) found that false memories for survival-related information made better primes for problem solving than neutral false memory primes. We know that survival related processing of information primes networks of highly interconnected concepts that results in high false memory rates for survival information. This in turn allows for better access to false memories during later problem solving, highlighting the adaptive, functional nature of memory. From a spreading activation perspective, survival processing makes for better priming due to the promotion of relational processing and strongly interrelated concepts. In contrast, the present findings demonstrate that processing (neutral) information in a negative mood leads to a reduction in priming due to impaired relational processing and automatic, associative activation.
It is perhaps key to note here that even though survival relevant material can be negative in valence (Howe et al., 2013) , it can still enhance the automatic activation of associative networks, increasing critical lure production and access to these critical lures during later problem solving. In comparison, a negative mood hinders the priming effect due to the reliance on item specific processing that impairs associative activation and later access to critical lures. There is an important distinction here -in survival processing the stimuli are highly interrelated and by their nature, relevant to the self and congruent to a survival processing encoding state. This heightens the activation of the survival congruent stimuli through excitation of the related semantic network. This increases the likelihood that related but non-presented information becomes activated and subsequently falsely remembered at test, a finding consistent with Semantic Network Theory (Bower, 1981) . What we have yet to examine is a mood congruent effect in the false memory priming advantage. Based on these findings and those from previous studies (Ruci et al., 2009) , negative mood may be linked to an increase in activation level for negatively relevant concepts that could in turn lead to enhanced accessibility of this information in memory (Howe & Malone, 2011 ). This will require further investigation.
These findings, along with others (e.g., Storbeck & Clore, 2005 , 2008 support assumptions that affect influences the accessibility of semantic associations in memory. More specifically negative mood can hinder the relational processing that usually facilitates the automatic unconscious spreading activation to relevant semantic concepts and reduce access to relevant primes for later problem solving. This reduction in accessibility to semantic associations provides further support for the theoretical explanation of false memory priming effects. That is, relational processing enhances automatic spreading activation to related semantic networks and heightens accessibility to related, but not presented words. The end result being that a false memory can aid problem solving and prime the solution to an insight-based problem. To conclude, this research adds to the literature on the more positive consequences of false memory production, in that we can use them to aid and prime the solution to complex insight based problems. Not only does this research demonstrate the powerful nature of our reconstructive memory system (Howe, 2011) , it is a welcome relief from research that typically refers to false memory production as a negative consequence of human cognition (e.g., errors in eyewitness testimonies). 
